I. INTRODUCTION
A S SEVERAL aspects of technology scaling introduce additional challenges to the CMOS image sensor design [1] , both optical and electrical models of the CMOS-based pixels are necessary in order to translate given design objectives to proper choices of technology, pixel architecture, array structure, design layout, etc. Toward this end, we present a simple measurement method for characterizing lateral crosstalk in CMOS image sensors. We also demonstrate several linear deconvolution filters based on the obtained blur model of lateral crosstalk and illustrate the sharpness gain obtained from deblurring lateral crosstalk in modern CMOS image sensors.
The lateral collection of photocarriers in imaging arrays results in edge effect-the collection of photocarriers along the lateral edge of the photodiode-also known as peripheral photoresponse [2] - [11] . Lateral crosstalk is the unwanted component of lateral collection consisting of stray photocarriers that have diffused out of the pixel site from which they have originated [12] - [18] . The quantitative effects of lateral crosstalk have been generally investigated in terms of the consequent degradation of modulation transfer function (MTF) [12] - [15] . Several researchers also proposed a definition called cross-responsivity, which is the discrete point-spread-function (PSF) output of the imaging array resulting from single pixel excitation, analogous to impulse response of a linear shift-invariant system [15] - [19] .
Whether characterized with MTF or cross-responsivity PSF, an analytical derivation of lateral crosstalk is generally cumbersome and requires substantial approximations to maintain practical expression complexity [2] - [20] . This follows from the observation that lateral photoresponse is a multidimensional phenomenon consisting of a number of physical processes-photogeneration, lateral diffusion, bulk and surface recombination, mobility degradation near surface, and three-dimensional (3-D) collection fields-that are unwieldy to integrate analytically. MTF measurements are thus commonly employed to characterize lateral crosstalk empirically [12] - [14] , [21] , [22] .
We present an alternative method for empirical characterization of lateral crosstalk with a demonstration of cross-responsivity PSF measurement using a laser spot illumination. A number of studies have already reported utilizing laser scanning technique to characterize subpixel and lateral photoresponse in CMOS imaging arrays [23] - [26] . In this paper, we illustrate a much simpler setup that is generally sufficient for measuring cross-responsivity PSF. A comparative look at the results of the employed linear deconvolution filters illustrates several of the important tradeoffs in devising an appropriate deblurring operation for lateral crosstalk in CMOS image sensors.
Section II provides the measurement setup and a discussion of the measured cross-responsivity PSFs obtained from four CMOS image sensors. Section III demonstrates the deblurring operation with several well-known linear deconvolution filters. The results from the deconvolution filters are examined and compared, and some considerations in designing a linear solution for lateral crosstalk are illustrated. Finally, Section IV deals with additional topics for further discussion.
II. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Consider a linear model of a CMOS image sensor depicted in Fig. 1 .
represents the effects of off-chip optics such as one or more lenses while represents the effects of on-chip optics, which may include antireflection coating(s), microlenses, and dielectric layers [27] - [32] .
represents the effects of photogeneration and diffusion of photocarriers [3] - [12] . represents the spatial (and temporal) integration of photocarriers along the area of the photosensitive device in each pixel [33] . Assuming a square pixel with pitch, , the spatial Nyquist frequency in each dimension is and scenes with spatial frequencies greater than cannot be reliably reproduced. [33] . H refers to the discretization of the continuous image (i.e., multiplication with impulse train). , , , and each degrade the reproduction of frequencies below by a low-pass filtering effect, which may be characterized as , , and , respectively [34] . Since empirical characterization methods such as MTF measurements and laser spot scanning measure the combined effects of , , and , we define cross-responsivity of an imaging array as 1 (1) Fig. 2 illustrates the measurement setup for an empirical characterization of cross-responsivity of an image sensor. A Ne-He laser ( 633 nm coupled to a thin core optical fiber (4.0 m) with a pigtail style fiber focuser was employed for the experiment. The laser beam is focused onto a single pixel area and the generated photocarriers diffuse in all direction. The collection outcome of the photocarrier diffusion can be extracted from the sensor output. For simplicity, we assume the measurement can be taken in the linear region of sensor operation with a proper (FIG. 3) selection of the integration time and the intensity of the illumination spot.
It may be useful to note that a raster spot-scanning technique utilizing a relatively small spot ( m) has been effectively used in the investigation of subpixel photoresponse and lateral crosstalk [23] - [25] . With the spot-scanning technique, only the scanning field needs to be adjusted to accommodate different pixel sizes and shapes. Yet, the single spot illumination requires a much simpler setup and can be easily repeated on a number of pixels to verify measurement consistency. The circular shape of the spot, however, prevents the full coverage of corner areas of a square pixel; in addition, the nonuniform laser spot profile must be taken into account when using a single large spot to illuminate a pixel so that the surrounding pixels are not in order to prevent illumination of surrounding pixels.
The profile of the employed laser spot was measured with a beam analyzer and was found to approximately follow Gaussian distribution with standard deviation of about 0.85 m in both dimensions. The spot hence offers 2-sigma diameter (i.e., 13.5% of the center intensity along the diameter) of 3.4 m and 3-sigma diameter (i.e., 1.1% of center intensity) of 5.1 m. Table I provides some information about four CMOS image sensors used in the experiment. For measuring cross-responsivity from the larger pixels of ICDWTST4 and ICCWTCYC, the spot size was adjusted by slightly defocusing the spot in order to provide a better coverage of the photosensitive areas of the pixels. Upon adjusting the spot size, the integration time was also adjusted on each image sensor so that the illuminated pixel yielded 90% to 95% of the saturation output level. This was done to ensure a high signal-to-noise ratio while avoiding pixel blooming. An optical table was used to minimize the effects of vibration.
The measured cross-responsivity PSFs are shown in Fig. 3 . The cross-responsivity PSF were each scaled to provide a blur model with unity dc gain (i.e.,
). The percentage of photocarriers participating in lateral crosstalk can be inferred from the center value of the cross-responsivity PSF; for example, the center value of 73.6% for the commercial IBIS4 sensor indicates that 26.4% of the photocarriers excited from the illuminated pixel manifest in the neighboring pixels. Examining the results of Fig. 3 , it can be seen that the smaller pixels generally show higher lateral crosstalk as expected. However, several fabrication process characteristics can significantly vary lateral photoresponse from one technology to another, including the epitaxial layer thickness [14] , [19] , the epitaxial and substrate doping [20] , [26] , the surface recombination and mobility degradation near the Si-SiO interface [19] , as well as the optical characteristics of the technology [29] - [31] .
From Fig. 3 , it is also evident that some cross-responsivity PSFs are slightly asymmetric. While bulk diffusion is practically isotropic in crystal silicon for imaging applications, the presence of reverse biased junctions and gate electric fields in a pixel structure can significantly hinder lateral diffusion. The asymmetry of lateral photoresponse in CMOS active pixel sensors were also demonstrated with the subpixel photoresponse characterizations performed with the spot-scanning technique [23] - [25] .
The loss of photocarriers to lateral crosstalk directly translates to a loss of image contrast as illustrated in Fig. 4 , which shows a test image consisting of several black stripes on a white background convolved with the cross-responsivity PSF Fig. 4 . Test image consisting of several black stripes on a white background convolved with the cross-responsivity PSF of IBIS4. The square grids illustrate the pixel size. The resulting loss of contrast characterized by MTF degradation is found to be about 29%-slightly higher than 26.4% indicated by the cross-responsivity PSF-as the photocarriers lost to lateral crosstalk manifest in the neighboring pixels to further degrade the contrast gradient. of IBIS4. Fig. 4 also shows the result of applying the inverse filter on the blurred image, i.e., (2) In the next section, we discuss the conditions necessary for an effective restoration of images from the blurring effects of lateral crosstalk. Several well-known linear deconvolution filters are also demonstrated, illustrating some of the tradeoffs in designing a linear deblurring operation for image sensor applications.
III. COMPARISON OF DEBLURRING FILTERS
For exponential or Gaussian-type blurring, the Fourier transform of the blur model reveals a frequency response that is nonzero at all frequencies, implying that the blur process preserves all frequency components of the original image. 2 In practical imaging systems with finite range of operating frequencies, it can be generally stated that a blur process must preserve all significant frequency components of an image with respect to the systems low noise limit in order for the blur process to be effectively reversible. Several investigations of lateral photoresponse in modern CMOS image sensors have revealed that the characteristic distance of spatial decay of lateral photoresponse is generally comparable to the typical pixel sizes (i.e., m) [19] , [23] - [26] . This is also demonstrated by the 3 3 cross-responsivity PSFs shown in Fig. 3 . From the observation that the spatial extent of lateral photoresponse is comparable to the spatial period of the sampling operation, it can be inferred that likely spans the whole frequency spectrum of the CMOS imaging array. Fig. 5 shows the result of inverse filtering on a captured image from IBIS4. The improvement in image sharpness evident in Fig. 5 is considerably smaller than the previous case with simulated lateral crosstalk in Fig. 4 . This follows from the observation that the images captured by an image sensor undergo a number of other blurring processes in addition to the lateral crosstalk such as those arising from the image sensor optics. It is also evident from Fig. 5 that the inverse filtering led to a slight amplification of high-frequency noise in the captured image (e.g., fixed pattern noise). Fig. 6 shows the frequency response of the employed inverse filter illustrating its high-pass filter characteristics. It is useful to note that an inverse filter of a low-pass system can exhibit a very large high-frequency gain. This can lead to significant exasperation of high-frequency noise [35] and provide an excessive enhancement some bright pixels -causing their intensities to be clipped the highest graylevel-thus resulting in a loss of image content [37] . Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of such an excessive high-frequency enhancement in a deblurring operation.
In order to demonstrate linear deblurring filters with constrained high-frequency gain, we have selected Wiener deconvolution and constrained least square restoration with smoothness constraint (hereafter referred to as CLSR). The details of these filters can be found in digital image processing texts such as Castleman [35] , and Gonzalez and Woods [36] . Both Wiener deconvolution and CLSR constrain their high-frequency gain based on an estimation of noise power from the input image. Given that we know the observed noise predominantly originates from the sensor itself, the noise estimation was extracted from the measured noise characteristic of the employed image sensors. Fig. 8 summarizes the noise measurements performed on IBIS4 and ZR32112. The photoresponse nonuniformity (PRNU) was measured at various illumination intensities and at various integration times along with frame averaging to suppress random noise. The random noise was measured by subtracting the dark frame from each captured frame and averaging the noise power over one hundred frames. In both sensors PRNU was significantly higher than the observed fixed pattern noise (FPN) and random noise. Fig. 8 illustrates that PRNU varies linearly with the average intensity of the output image and behaves essentially independent of both the incident illumination intensity and the integration time. 3 As the noise characteristics in both sensors are dominated by PRNU, the noise estimations in Wiener deconvolution and CLSR are obtained from the measured values of PRNU. The highest value of the measured PRNU was used for the noise power estimation, as the noise levels in the employed CMOS image sensors were found to be rather low for an illustrative demonstration of the noise adaptive filters. Fig. 9 compares the results of inverse filtering, Wiener deconvolution, and CLSR on various captured images of IBIS4. Due to the low level of noise in IBIS4 ( 3.5%), the three filters produce comparable results. The constrained high-frequency gain in Wiener deconvolution and CLSR each lead to a slightly compromised deblurring as indicated by MTF values calculated from the deblurred images. The amplification of high-frequency noise in Wiener deconvolution and CLSR is also slightly lower as expected. Other linear deblurring filters offer similar tradeoffs between the image sharpness and the moderation of high-frequency amplification. A quantitative evaluation of various tradeoffs can lead to a deblurring filter that is optimized for a given imaging system. In addition, in cases where a suitable compromise between the tradeoffs cannot be achieved with linear deblurring operation, adaptive or nonlinear methods can be considered to further improve on the restoration.
IV. DISCUSSION
In the presented illustrations of deblurring operation with the blur model of lateral crosstalk, the image sharpness of the incident image is recovered only partially as there are other blurring processes in a CMOS image sensor system such as those arising from the optics. The characterization of various blurring processes in CMOS image sensor can reveal the aspects of the system that primarily constrain the effective resolution of the sensor, and lead to the comprehensive blur model from which an effective deblurring solution may be devised. The implementation of a deblurring operation can significantly vary depending on the given blur model of the system. 4 As the ideal deblurring operation may be too costly to implement, a viable alternative may entail the use of a sharpening filter that achieves similar effects as the required deblurring operation, yet at a lower cost of implementation. Fig. 10 compares the results of inverse filtering, unsharp masking, and blur subtraction on the output images of IBIS4 [35] . The result of blur subtraction shows a significant amount of high-frequency artifacts introduced by the sharpening filter. It can be appreciated that while a sharpening filter may be devised to achieve similar effects as a restorative deblurring operation, a careful design is required in order to minimize the introduction of undesirable artifacts.
Given an effective deblurring solution for the treatment of lateral crosstalk and other blurring processes, the improvement in geometric MTF following a pixel size reduction can have a higher impact on the effective resolution of the image sensor. Assuming two-dimensional (2-D) array of identical rectangular pixels of width and length , the geometric MTF of the sampling operation ( ) can be characterized as [12] , [33] (3) where and are the spatial frequency of the intensity variation along the row and the column directions, respectively. Table II shows calculated values of for several pixel sizes. The increase in resolving power with pixel size reduction can be appreciated from the observation that a higher spatial sampling frequency implies a more precise capture of the bright and the dark edges of an image. The results of Table II (a) (b) demonstrate that a significant improvement in the geometric MTF can be achieved with even small reductions in pixel size. Fig. 11 illustrates the results of Table II with a series of simulated images.
The cross-responsivity of CMOS image sensor may significantly vary with the wavelength of the incident light as the lateral diffusion of photocarriers ( ) depends on the absorption depth of the incident photons [23] - [26] . In the case of color image sensors employing color filter array (CFA), cross-responsivity can be characterized for each wavelength of the color filter to devise a space-variant blur model of the sensor. 5 For monochrome image sensors, cross-responsivity characterization using different wavelengths can be used to devise a wavelength-dependent blur model. The selection of a suitable wavelength may depend on the application of the image sensor which may outline the wavelength spectrum of the incident light and the extent of deblurring required for the optimal image sharpness.
V. CONCLUSION
A relatively simple technique for an empirical characterization of lateral crosstalk was demonstrated (Fig. 2) . The blurring effect of lateral crosstalk was characterized by the cross-responsivity PSF of an imaging array obtained from a single pixel excitation (Fig. 3) [16] , [19] . The inverse filter, Wiener deconvolution, and constrained least square restoration with smoothness constraint were used to demonstrate deblurring lateral crosstalk (Fig. 9) . The noise estimation in Wiener deconvolution and CLSR was obtained from the measured PRNU of four CMOS image sensors as it dominated the noise characteristics in the employed sensors (Fig. 8) . The comparison of linear deconvolution filters led to a brief illustration of the tradeoffs in image sharpness and the high-frequency noise effects. As the implementation of a comprehensive deblurring solution may afford designers to consider further pixel size reduction, simple calculations on pixel size versus geometric MTF were provided to facilitate further discussions. 
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